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Entity Identication in Database Integration: An Evidential
Reasoning Approach
Ee-Peng Lim, Jaideep Srivastava
Department of Computer Science
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Abstract
Entity identication is the problem of matching ob-
ject instances from dierent databases which corre-
spond to the same real-world entity. In this paper, we
present a 2-step entity identication process in which
attributes for matching tuples may be missing in cer-
tain tuples, and thus need to be derived prior to the
matching. To match tuples, we require identity rules
which specify the conditions to be satised by a pair
of tuples, from dierent databases, before they can be
considered as modeling the same real-world entity. We
also introduce ILFD's (instance-level functional de-
pendencies) as a form of inference rules which derive
the missing identifying attributes. In order to provide
more interesting integrated results to the users, we al-
low both identity rules and ILFD's to contain inde-
niteness represented as necessary and possible support
information. Based on support logic programming[2],
we develop an approach to perform reasoning on the
local databases using identity rules and ILFD's.
1 Introduction
In recent years, we have observed an increasing
amount of information being stored and managed by
a wide variety of database management systems. Of-
ten within an organization, information is scattered
among a number of databases which have been de-
signed independently, perhaps at dierent times, for
diering application needs. Due to an increasing need
0
for new applications that access data from multiple
independent databases, the resolution of incompati-
bilities between these databases has posed a challenge
to the database research community. For example,
it is common for loan agencies to integrate informa-
tion about potential customers from sources such as
bank portfolio, credit history, mortgage records, etc.
in order to make the right loan decisions. The de-
cision support system that assists loan ocers must
not only access the heterogeneous databases, but also
resolve the incompatibilities between the information
stored in them. One classication of database incom-
patibilities is into schema-level and instance-level
incompatibilities.
1. Schema-level Incompatibility:
This refers to the conicts between the schemas
of databases to be merged. While conceptual and
external schema integration has been the main
focus of database integration in the last decade,
automatic generation of mapping from the in-
tegrated schema to the participating schemas
has not been well explored. Schema-level in-
compatibilities can be categorized into domain
mismatch, schema mismatch and constraint
mismatch. Approaches to resolve schema-level
incompatibilities include [3, 4].
2. Instance-level Incompatibility:
This refers to the conicts that arise when the
data stored in multiple databases, modeling same
real-world entities, has to be merged. Two prob-
lems that occur are the entity identication
and the attribute value conict resolution
problems. The rst is the problem of identifying
object instances from dierent databases which
correspond to the same real-world entity. The
second arises when the attribute values in dier-
ent databases, modeling the same property of a
real-world entity, do not match. As the sizes of
databases to be merged are usually large, ecient
methods to resolve the two problems are required.
Typically, once schema-level incompatibilities are re-
solved for a set of databases, further schema-level in-
compatibilities will only occur when there is a change
in the participating schemas. On the other hand,
instance-level incompatibilities need resolution when-
ever local database instances change. In an environ-
ment where the local databases are autonomous and
continue to support their pre-existing applications, the
database instances are not integrated in one shot[10].
Instead, instance integration is built into the query
processing mechanism, as is done on a query basis for
the qualifying instances. This can make instance inte-
gration a rather frequent operation.
Figure 1 shows our approach for integrating multi-
ple databases. Observe that schema-level incompat-
ibilities must be resolved prior to instance-level in-
compatibilities. The schema-level integration process
requires some knowledge about the schema elements
from each participating database, and their interrela-
tionships. This knowledge must be provided by the
local database administrators and the database inte-
grator. Local database administrators have to collab-
orate with one another as well as the global database
users in deciding the appropriate integrated schema.
In addition to the integrated schema, the schema inte-
gration process must also generate the mapping from
integrated schema to the local schemas of participat-
ing databases. Some knowledge essential to entity
identication and attribute value conict resolution
should also be extracted. Since attribute value con-
ict resolution needs to be performed only when a
pair of records (from dierent databases) represent-
ing the same real-world entity are found to conict in
some attribute values, our diagram shows that entity
identication precedes attribute value conict resolu-
tion. Note that the above methodology of resolving
instance-level problems distinguishes our work from
most others[5, 14]. We assume that database admin-
istrators can provide some attributes which are likely
to contain reliable values for entity identication and
they do not need to undergo the subsequent attribute
value conict resolution step. Separating entity iden-
tication and attribute value conict resolution is im-
portant since being conceptually dierent problems,
solution techniques for the two problem should be de-
veloped independently. This provides the exibility of
combining dierent techniques for entity identication
and attribute value conict resolution during instance
integration. In this paper, we will focus our discussion
on resolving the entity identication problem. A pair
of tuples, from dierent databases, are said tomatch
if they represent the same real-world entity.
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Figure 1: Database Integration Process
1.1 Related Work
Kent described entity identication problem as
part of the breakdown of the information model in
multidatabases[8]. One of his suggested solutions is
to keep a table of correspondences between object in-
stances from dierent databases. He also discussed
the possibility of comparing reliable identiers of in-
stances in order to determine their matchings. In our
approach, we model the reliable identier concept as
an identity rule. We treat entity identication as a
reasoning process. We further consider situations in
which attributes participating in the identity rule do
not exist in the stored database.
Early approaches to database integration assume
the existence of a common key between relations from
dierent databases, and thus entity identication is
straightforward[6, 7]. However, this is only true when
the common key is indeed the key in the integrated
world of entities[10]. Furthermore, these approaches
do not consider situations when some attributes useful
for identifying database instances do not exist in the
original databases. Recently, some new approaches
to entity identication have been proposed[12, 5, 15].
Wang and Madnick[15] recognized the need to derive
attributes useful for identifying database instances,
and proposed the use of heuristic rules to suggest
probable values for these attributes, thus reducing the
number of tuple pairs to be matched. However, the ap-
proach does not provide a metric to measure the uncer-
tainty associated with the (approximately) matched
result. A probabilistic approach to entity identica-
tion has been proposed by Chatterjee and Segev[5],
where all common attributes between two relations
are used to determine matched tuples. Probability is
assigned as a measure of condence in the matching.
The approach, however, does not consider deriving
missing attributes useful for entity identication. Al-
though the method assumes a perfect match between
two tuples when their common attribute values are
identical, it may not guarantee that the two tuples ac-
tually model the same real-world entity with complete
certainty since there may be attribute(s) missing from
the original relations but critical for establishing the
unique identity of instances in the integrated-world.
Moreover, the method does not consider the use of
dierent identity rules, each assigned with dierent
supports, to compute the matched tuples. In [12],
Pu addressed entity identication as a name match-
ing problem, and proposed matching the subelds of
names. If most of the subelds in two given names
match, the names are considered to be identical. In
[10], we presented an approach that makes use of addi-
tional knowledge about the matching criteria, as well
as some inference rules to derive the missing attribute
values useful for entity identication. However, only
denite knowledge is employed in the entity identi-
cation process.
In this paper, we extend our approach to allow
incomplete and uncertain knowledge to be used in
the entity identication process. We borrow the rep-
resentation and inference framework from support
logic programming[2] which is a well-accepted ap-
proach for reasoning with uncertainty. Multiple iden-
tity rules and derivation rules for identifying attributes
are attached with various believability supports. Each
database tuple is represented as a set of binary eviden-
tial facts, each of which relates the tuple to a partic-
ular attribute value. Support pairs are attached to
the matched tuple pairs to quantify their uncertainty
levels.
1.2 Paper Outline
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The
entity identication problem is dened in Section 2.
The motivation for using evidential reasoning in en-
tity identication is given. Section 3 presents our pro-
posed entity identication approach. A detailed exam-
ple is given in Section 4 to illustrate the entire process
of entity identication based on indenite knowledge.
Conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Two-step Entity Identication Process
2 Problem Formulation
To resolve entity identication, we examine two es-
sential pieces of knowledge:
 Identity rule:
This species the conditions to be satised by
a pair of records, from dierent databases, be-
fore they can be considered as modeling the same
real-world entity. Most entity identication tech-
niques proposed have not explicitly modeled the
concept of identity rules[5, 1, 15]. Other proposed
techniques have assumed the existence of only one
identity rule[12, 10]. When multiple identity rules
are allowed, some means of weighing the rules
may be needed since some identity rules may be
more reliable than others.
 Identifying attributes:
These are attributes of the database instances
which participate in identity rules. In most so-
lutions to the entity identication problem, it
has been assumed that the identifying attributes
are stored attributes of database instances. In
general, this assumption may be relaxed. Iden-
tity rules may require identifying attributes which
have not been stored in the source databases.
In [10], we have shown that ILFD's (Instance-
Level Functional Dependencies), a form of infer-
ence rules, can be used to derive missing iden-
tifying attributes. Here, we consider this kind of
inference rules as part of the knowledge about the
identifying attributes.
Hence the entire entity identication process can be
viewed as a two-step process. The rst step involves
computing the identifying attributes and the second
involves computing the matched tuple pairs. As shown
in Figure 2, dierent kinds of knowledge is employed
in each step.
Broadly, we can classify the knowledge into two
categories, namely denite and indenite knowl-
edge. Denite knowledge is precise and contains no
uncertainty. Indenite knowledge can contain impre-
cision and uncertainty. Depending on the deniteness
of knowledge about identity rules and identifying at-
tributes, there can be four dierent entity identica-
tion scenarios which demand dierent kinds of reason-
ing mechanisms in the two steps of entity identica-
tion. In the scenario where all knowledge is denite,
the result of entity identication gives denite answers
to matching a pair of database instances. The en-
tity identication technique proposed in [10] is one
example which assumes this scenario. While it is
easier to deal with denite information, it is not al-
ways easy, if at all possible, to acquire knowledge that
is denite. By limiting solution techniques to using
only denite knowledge, one may report as unmatched
database instances that are close enough to be consid-
ered matched for many applications. Specically, the
advantages of using indenite information include:
 More knowledge may be available for entity iden-
tication, and hence more interesting integrated
results can be provided to the users.
 By quantifying the indenite knowledge, and by
adopting an appropriate framework for reason-
ing with uncertainty, one can obtain matching re-
sults which can be ranked according to their sup-
porting evidences. This ranking provides users a
means of interpreting results.
 As a matching tuple pair may be determined with
dierent supports by dierent identity rules, it
may be useful to merge the various supports of
the same matching tuple pair to show the collab-
oration among dierent knowledge sources.
For purely illustrative purposes, and without loss
of generality, we assume the participating databases
to be relational. Each tuple in a participating relation
models some properties of a unique real-world entity.
Each relation has a key which provides a unique iden-
tier for its tuples \within the relation".
Motivating Example:(Restaurant)
Let RA and RB be two relations containing Min-
neapolis/St.Paul restaurant information provided by
dierence sources. In order to perform a comprehen-
sive survey on all the restaurants, the tourist bureau
decides to integrate the two relations. We show the
schema and contents of RA and RB below:
Table RA
aId name street cuisine manager
a1 Village- Wash. Chinese Lim
Wok Ave.
a2 Ching Co.B Chinese Hwang
Rd.
a3 Old- Penn. American Slagle
Country Ave.
a4 Old- HW. 7 American Tom
Country
Table RB
bId name region specialty ratingB
b1 Village- UofM Hunan Average
Wok Campus
b2 Ching Roseville Sichuan Excellent
b3 Old- Downtown Steak Good
Country
Observe that both tables use dierent keys to iden-
tify their tuples. Therefore, an entity identication
process has to dene identity rules over other at-
tributes in order to determine matching tuples.
3 Evidential Reasoning Approach to
Entity Identication
We describe an entity identication approach that
allows knowledge about both the identity rule and the
identifying attributes to be indenite. This is the most
general scenario in the two-step entity identication
process shown in Section 2. In this section, we rst de-
scribe how indenite information can be represented.
We then present an evidential reasoning framework to
handle it.
3.1 Representation of Imprecise and Un-
certain Information from Participat-
ing Databases
Denite information can be modeled as conven-
tional two-valued logical formulae. To capture inde-
nite information, the standard logic formalism is not
sucient. A number of formalisms have been pro-
posed for reasoning based on evidences[2, 16]. The one
we adopt is the formalism of logic with supports[2].
Logic with supports is a generalization of standard
logic. While in standard logic, a conclusion can be de-
rived inferentially from a set of axioms, a conclusion in
logic with supports is \supported to a certain degree"
by evidences from various sources.
The domain of an attribute A is denoted by 
A
which is the set of values A can possibly take. To
represent an indenite attribute value, mass values
are assigned to subsets of 
A
to denote the portions
of belief committed to the subsets. The function
that allocates these mass values is called the mass
function(m)[13]. A mass function satises the follow-
ing properties:
m() = 0
P
A
m(A) = 1
The mass value assignment can essentially be in-
terpreted using a group voting model[2]. In this
model, the mass value assigned to a subset of val-
ues denotes the fraction of votes given to the set. In
some cases, the votes may be cast by a group of peo-
ple who have some knowledge about the attributes of
a database instance. In other cases, the fractions of
votes may be inferred by some derivation rules (de-
scribed later in this section and Section 3.2). The
group voting model presented here is also similar to
that used in the legal system, where jurors vote on a
person being guilty or not guilty. The possible val-
ues of a verdict are guilty or not-guilty. Each
juror is given a vote, and he or she can vote for
fguiltyg, fnot-guiltyg, or abstain. By abstaining
from the vote, the juror eectively casts a vote to the
set fguilty, not-guiltyg.
Example: Let 
speciality
be the set of all possible
food specialities oered by restaurants, i.e. 
speciality
= fhunan, sichuan, cantonese, mughalai, greekg.
Let r be a restaurant whose speciality is not com-
pletely determined. Suppose we assign mass values to
subsets of 
speciality
as follows:
m(fcantoneseg) =
1
2
m(fhunan; sichuang) =
1
3
m(
speciality
) =
1
6
Thus, half the votes have been committed to the
fact that cantonese is the speciality oered by r, and
only
1
3
for the set fhunan; sichuang. The left-over
mass value is assigned to 
speciality
to denote nonbelief
or uncertainty. Every subset of the environment which
is assigned a mass greater than 0 is a focal element,
i.e. A is a focal element if m(A) > 0.
Denition: (Evidence Set)[9] Let 
A
be the do-
main of values allowed for an attribute A. An evi-
dence set is a collection of subsets of 
A
associated
with a mass function assignment.
Example:
[fcantoneseg
1
2
; fhunan; sichuang
1
3
;
1
6
speciality
] is an
evidence set.
A denite value can therefore be seen as an evi-
dence set with one single-element subset assigned a
mass value 1. For convenience, we can drop the square
brackets and the mass value for single-element evi-
dence sets.
Denition: (Evidential Fact) An evidential
fact is a ground atom attached with a support pair
denoted by (sn; sp). sn and sp denote the neces-
sary support and possible support, respectively,
for the fact being true. Alternatively, (1   sp) and
(1   sn) are the necessary support and possible sup-
port, respectively, for the fact being false. (sp   sn)
represents the uncertainty in support. sn and sp must
also satisfy the following constraints:
sn  sp, and
sn + (1  sp)  1
When both the necessary and possible supports of
an evidential fact are 1, we have a regular true fact.
In this paper, a database instance and its attribute
values are described using binary evidential facts.
This representation facilitates the derivation of identi-
fying attributes not available in the original database
tuple. The rst term of the evidential fact denotes
the key value of the database instance. The second
term denotes a non-key attribute value of the database
instance which is an element of its domain. Thus,
a database can be treated as a knowledge base that
consists of a set of binary evidential facts. Evidential
facts not present in the knowledge base are assumed
to have (0; 1) as their support pairs, i.e. closed world
assumption is not made.
Example: Suppose there is a restaurant instance
in relation RA having the key value a2 and an evi-
dence set [hunan
1
6
; sichuan
1
3
; fhunan; sichuang
1
2
] as
its attribute speciality value. We can represent this
information as the two binary evidential facts shown
below
1
:
RA
spec
(a2; hunan) : (0.167,0.667)
RA
spec
(a2; sichuan) : (0.333,0.833)
Consider the rst binary evidential fact. The sup-
port pair (0.167,0.667)means that the fact is necessar-
ily supported to degree 0.167, the negation of fact is
necessarily supported to degree 0.333, and the remain-
ing 0.5 is the degree of uncertainty. The second binary
evidential fact can be interpreted in a similar manner.
Note that the support pairs given to these two eviden-
tial facts are consistent with the mass value assign-
ment of the original evidence set. In general, given
an evidence set as the attribute value of a database
instance, there is a unique way to derive the corre-
sponding binary evidential facts that have support in-
formation consistent with the mass values assigned to
the elements of the evidence set.
We can use evidential facts to represent the result
of entity identication. In this case, the evidential fact
contains keys of the database instances that are to be
matched. Support pair of the evidential fact indicates
belief in the matching result.
Example: Given the relations RA and RB of our
restaurant example, if we know that there are neces-
sary and possible supports, of 0.8 and 1 respectively,
to the fact that database instance with aId = a1
in relation RA and database instance with bId = b1
in relation RB model the same real-world entity, the
matching tuple pair in the entity identication result
is expressed as an evidential fact as shown below.
Match(a1; b1) : (0.8,1)
1
To save space, from now on-
wards, we will use spec; reg; cuis; st;mgr as abbreviations for
speciality; region; cuisine; street and manager, respectively.
Having extended the notion of fact to express in-
denite information, we now extend identity rules and
ILFDs introduced in [10]:
Denition: (Evidential Identity Rule) Let R
and S be two relations, with keys K
R
and K
S
respec-
tively. Let A
i
's and B
i
's be some attributes(may in-
clude the keys) of R and S, respectively. An evidential
identity rule is of the form:
Match(K
R
;K
S
) R
A
1
(K
R
; X
1
); S
B
1
(K
S
; X
1
);    ;
R
A
n
(K
R
; X
n
); S
B
n
(K
S
; X
n
) : (sn; sp)
R
A
i
's and S
B
i
's are known as the identifying at-
tributes of the identity rule.
The above identity rule is interpreted as follow:
If (A
i
= B
i
) holds for 1  i  n, for a given
pair of tuples r and s from R and S, respectively,
Match(K
R
(r);K
S
(s)) is necessarily supported to de-
gree sn, and :Match(K
R
(r);K
S
(s)) is necessarily
supported to degree (1  sp).
Example: In our restaurant example, suppose we
have the knowledge that restaurants in the same re-
gion must not have the same name. This can be de-
noted by the following evidential identity rule which
has full necessary and possible supports.
Match(K
A
;K
B
) RA
name
(K
A
; N ); RB
name
(K
B
; N );
RA
reg
(K
A
; R); RB
reg
(K
B
; R) : (1,1)
Suppose we know that restaurants of the same spe-
ciality are usually in dierent regions to avoid com-
petition. As a result, if a pair of restaurant instances
from RA and RB of the same speciality are situated
in the same region, it is likely that they are modeling
the same restaurant. The following is the evidential
identity rule that captures this knowledge. Note that
the necessary and possible supports of this identity
rule are less than 1.
Match(K
A
;K
B
) RA
reg
(K
A
; R); RB
reg
(K
B
; R);
RA
spec
(K
A
; S); RB
spec
(K
B
; S) : (0.7,0.9)
Similar to evidential identity rule, we attach a nec-
essary and possible support pair to the ILFD rules, a
special kind of rule useful for deriving the missing iden-
tifying attribute values of some database instances.
Denition: (Evidential ILFD) An evidential
ILFD is a semantic rule of the form:
A
c
(K; a
c
) A
1
(K; a
1
); A
2
(K; a
2
);    ; A
m
(K; a
m
) :
(sn; sp)
where A
c
; A
1
;    ; A
m
are attributes of database in-
stances, and a
c
; a
1
;    ; a
m
are elements of the at-
tribute domains 
A
c
;
A
1
;    ;
A
m
respectively.
Example:
RA
spec
(K
A
; hunan) RA
mgr
(K
A
; lim) : (0.9,1)
The interpretation of an evidential ILFD is similar
to that of an evidential identity rule. To obtain the
support information attached to an evidential fact or
rules (evidential identity rules or ILFDs), we assume
that the group voting model is used.
3.2 Reasoning with Evidential Informa-
tion
Reasoning with evidential information described
in this paper is quite dierent from that of logic
programming[11]. The major dierences include:
 Determining the degree to which the antecedent
conditions are supported, and deriving the de-
gree to which the consequent conditions are sup-
ported after applying the rules.
 Merging the results of evidential reasoning since
there may be dierent supports given to the same
conclusion that can be derived by dierent proof
paths.
In the following, we adopt an interpretation in our
reasoning process similar to the procedural semantic
interpretation of support logic programming[2] and
Prolog. Several rules of determining the support pairs
for a proof path, and combining them to give an over-
all support, have been given in [2]. We present some of
them here to give a brief description of the reasoning
process in support logic programming.
1. Conjunction of facts: The support pair of a
conjunction of two independent facts:
fact1(X): (sn1, sp1)
fact2(X): (sn2, sp2) is given as:
fact1(X), fact2(X) : (sn1  sn2, sp1  sp2)
2. Conditional: Given the evidential fact, fact1(X)
with support pair (sn1,sp1), the support pair of
the conclusion of applying the rule (with support
pair (sn3,sp3) ):
fact3(X)  fact1(X) : (sn3, sp3) is given as:
fact3(X) : (sn3  sn1, 1-(1-sp3) sn1)
3. Same Conclusion: To combine two evidential
facts, we need to consolidate their support pairs
using Dempster-Shafer's rule of combination[13].
The support pair of combining the following two
facts:
fact4(X) : (sn4a, sp4a)
fact4(X) : (sn4b, sp4b) is given as:
fact4(X) : (sn4, sp4) where
 = sn4a  (1-sp4b) + sn4b  (1-sp4a)
sn4 =
sn4a+sn4b sn4asn4b 
1 
sp4 =
sp4asp4b
1 
4 An Extensive Example
In this section, we provide an extensive example to
illustrate the use of evidential reasoning to perform
entity identication. Let us consider the two restau-
rant relations given in section 2. Following are the
evidential identity rules and evidential ILFD's that
have been extracted during the schema-level integra-
tion process:
Evidential Identity Rules
Match(K
A
;K
B
) RA
name
(K
A
;N);RB
name
(K
B
;N);
RA
reg
(K
A
; R);RB
reg
(K
B
;R) : (1,1)
Match(K
A
;K
B
) RA
reg
(K
A
;R);RB
reg
(K
B
; R);
RA
spec
(K
A
; S);RB
spec
(K
B
; S) : (0.6,0.8)
Match(K
A
;K
B
) RA
name
(K
A
;N);RB
name
(K
B
;N);
RA
cuis
(K
A
; C);RB
cuis
(K
B
; C) : (0.8,1)
Evidential ILFD's for Table RA
RA
spec
(K
A
; hunan)  RA
mgr
(K
A
; hwang) : (0.33,0.33)
RA
spec
(K
A
; sichuan)  RA
mgr
(K
A
; hwang) : (0.67,0.67)
RA
spec
(K
A
; hunan)  RA
mgr
(K
A
; lim) : (1,1)
RA
reg
(K
A
; uOfM campus)  RA
st
(K
A
; wash:ave:) : (1,1)
RA
reg
(K
A
; roseville)  RA
st
(K
A
; co:B:Rd) : (0.33,0.67)
RA
reg
(K
A
; st paul) RA
st
(K
A
; co:B:Rd) : (0.2,0.4)
RA
reg
(K
A
; downtown)  RA
st
(K
A
; penn:ave:) : (0.75,0.75)
RA
reg
(K
A
; uptown)  RA
str
(K
A
; penn:ave:) : (0.25,0.25)
RA
reg
(K
A
; roseville)  RA
mgr
(K
A
; hwang) : (0.5,1)
Evidential ILFD's for Table RB
RB
cuis
(K
B
; chinese)  RB
spec
(K
B
; hunan) : (1,1)
RB
cuis
(K
B
; chinese)  RB
spec
(K
B
; sichuan) : (1,1)
RB
cuis
(K
B
; american) RB
spec
(K
B
; steak) : (0.25,0.5)
RB
cuis
(K
B
; italian) RB
spec
(K
B
; steak) : (0.25,0.75)
RB
cuis
(K
B
; french) RB
spec
(K
B
; steak) : (0,0.25)
The following illustrates the major steps of our en-
tity identication process:
 Step 1: (Deriving the missing identifying at-
tribute values)
The following are the derived binary evidential
facts about the attribute values of database in-
stances.
RA
spec
(a1; hunan) : (1,1)
RA
spec
(a2; hunan) : (0.33,0.33)
RA
spec
(a2; sichuan) : (0.67,0.67)
RA
reg
(a1; uOfM campus) : (1,1)
RA
reg
(a2; st paul) : (0.2,0.4)
RA
reg
(a2; roseville) : (0.6,0.8)
2
RA
reg
(a3; downtown) : (0.75,0.75)
RA
reg
(a3; uptown) : (0.25,0.25)
RB
cuis
(b1; chinese) : (1,1)
RB
cuis
(b2; chinese) : (1,1)
RB
cuis
(b3; american) : (0.25,0.5)
RB
cuis
(b3; italian) : (0.25,0.75)
RB
cuis
(b3; french) : (0,0.25)
2
This is obtained after combining the two facts:
RA
reg
(a2; roseville) : (0.33,0.67), and RA
reg
(a2; roseville) :
(0.5,1).
 Step 2: (Applying the evidential identity rules)
The outcome of this step is a set of evidential
facts of matching tuples as shown below:
Match(a1; b1): (1,1)
Match(a2; b2): (0.934,0.993)
Match(a3; b3): (0.8,1)
Match(a4; b3): (0.2,1)
The above evidential facts indicate the various
degrees of support obtained for the entity identi-
cation results. Notice that by allowing knowl-
edge with uncertainty, we have managed to extract
more possible matching tuples compared to the entity
identication process using denite knowledge alone,
e.g. Match(a2; b2),Match(a3; b3) andMatch(a4; b3).
These non-denite results can be used by applications
that are also interested in promising but not necessar-
ily denitely matched tuples. By this example we also
demonstrate that the evidential reasoning approach to
entity identication is a generalization of the regular
denite reasoning approach. While denite knowledge
is represented as evidential facts with full necessary
and possible supports, a denite matching result can
be obtained as evidential facts with full necessary and
possible supports, e.g. Match(a1; b1).
Having computed the above matching result, the
database integrators may choose to keep both the
matching result and the support information in some
matching table. The matching table will be used dur-
ing query processing when users can retrieve match-
ing tuples that satisfy some specied support criteria.
The support information may also be included in the
query results to give the user some idea about the un-
certainty in the matching process.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of entity identication
during database integration has been addressed. We
have presented an evidential reasoning approach in
which both denite and indenite knowledge can be
captured and utilized in the entire entity identica-
tion process. Our entity identication process is di-
vided into two sub-tasks. The rst computes the
missing identifying attributes of database instances
using derivation rules called ILFDs. The second
sub-task determines the matched tuples from two
database sources using identity rules. Our approach
uses the support logic programming paradigm and
the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence in both the
representation and inference mechanism[2, 13]. The
amount of semantic information, i.e. ILFDs and
identity rules, for performing entity identication can
vary depending on the database administrators' un-
derstanding about the domains of attributes and the
entities in the databases. The more the semantic in-
formation is supplied, the more matched tuple pairs
our entity identication process can possibly gener-
ate. Due to the indenite nature of such knowledge,
the global database applications or users may have to
further determine by themselves the trustworthiness
of the entity identication result using threshold or
other mechanisms which are outside the scope of this
paper.
Being able to identify database instances from
dierent database sources that correspond to the
same real-world entity is an indispensible task during
database integration. Since many existing databases
are being developed and maintained in an uncoordi-
nated fashion, entity identication has become a di-
cult task. Entity identication techniques have to rely
on semantic information about the source databases.
Instead on relying on denite knowledge alone, our
proposed entity identication solution allows both def-
inite and indenite knowledge to be used. The support
information associated with the matching result pro-
vides a formalmeasure of believeability of the matched
tuple pairs, and can be used as part of user queries to
retrieve desired sets of integrated tuples.
Currently, our approach is most suitable in the con-
text of value-based database model, e.g. relational. It
would be interesting to extend the approach to han-
dle entity identication problem in an object-oriented
environment where additional constructs such as gen-
eralization, object id, methods etc. are included in the
model.
As part of our future research, we intend to apply
the evidential reasoning technique to other database
integration problems, e.g. attribute value conict
resolution. Eventually, we would like to enhance
the entity identication component of our current
prototype[10] to use indenite information.
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